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Gavin Lee (pictured in York, Pa.) stars as the Grinch in “Dr. Seuss’ How The Grinch Stole Christmas! The Musical.”
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The closing of “SpongeBob SquarePants: The Broadway Musical’’ a couple of months ago was
a darned shame, because that quirky extravaganza delivered the kind of out-of-left-field joy
that is both rare and needed in our current Era of Bad Feelings.
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Another always-scarce commodity is comic talent at the level possessed by British actor
Gavin Lee. An uncommonly agile fellow — physically, verbally, facially — Lee earned a Tony
nomination in 2007 for his portrayal of Bert the chimney sweep in “Mary Poppins,’’ then
nabbed another nom (as they say in Variety) for his flatly hilarious performance as
Squidward Q. Tentacles, SpongeBob’s ultra-cranky neighbor in Bikini Bottom.
Ultimately, Broadway’s loss proved to be Boston’s gain: The shuttering of “SpongeBob’’
meant that Lee was available to play the green-furred meanie of the title in the national
touring production of “Dr. Seuss’ How the Grinch Stole Christmas! The Musical,’’ which has
arrived at the Boch Center Wang Theatre.
And a very good thing, too, because this messy show doesn’t have a whole lot else going for
it. Whenever Lee is offstage — and often, frankly, when he is on, there being limits to any
performer’s ability to elevate material this weak — “Grinch’’ stands revealed as a half-hearted
exercise in brand extension.
It’s a grimly ironic fate for this particular story. As originally written in rhyme and illustrated
by Springfield’s Theodor Seuss Geisel, a.k.a. Dr. Seuss, “How the Grinch Stole Christmas!’’
delivered a slyly pointed critique of the commercialization of the yuletide holiday within its
tale of the Grinch’s Scrooge-like journey from curmudgeonly to cuddly.
That 1957 children’s book remains a treasure, and so does the 1966 animated TV movie,
codirected by the great Chuck Jones and featuring Boris Karloff at his most delectably creepy
in the dual roles of Narrator and Grinch.
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